
Pricing Evaluator™ – Monadic 

Common Research Objectives
Select between a few different price points for a new product or service.

Understand how changes in price affect purchase intent as well as perceptions of other key 
product attributes like value, quality, etc.

Analyze different audiences’ perceptions of price.

•

•

•

How It Works

Targeted respondents
evaluate one concept

You provide a set
of price points

We analyze price
impact on key metrics

You provide a
concept

Key Report Deliverables
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Solution Overview
Price is a crucial component of your product and brand strategy. It impacts consumer perceptions of 
quality, value, and ultimately their intent to purchase. So, if your team is debating if you should raise, 
lower, or maintain price; it’s time for our Pricing Evaluator. 

Monadic price testing is a quantitative tool in our Pricing Evaluator™ suite that helps determine product 
pricing by evaluating how changes in price effect consumers’ stated intent to purchase and other key 
attributes of purchase behavior.



GutCheck Monadic Pricing, Points of Difference
Trusted Methodology: Monadic price tests are considered the purest and least biased 
method of measuring price sensitivity because respondents are not aware that price is 
being tested, and, therefore, won’t try to negotiate.

Focused on Pricing: Our online research strategists (ORS) provide  guidance on question 
writing and survey design so you receive an accurate read on pricing.

Speed & Affordability: Our agile processes and panel partnerships allow us to deliver an 
actionable report up to 3x faster than other pricing studies.

Study Design & Activities
Up to 6 metrics evaluated 

Purchase intent is required; value and quality are strongly recommended
Remaining metrics are configurable from our question bank

Up to 5 additional flexible questions including awareness, retailers, usage, improvements, 
product substitutions, etc.
Heat map

Methodology
Monadic Quantitative Pricing Test

All stimuli are identical except in price, for which we suggest a minimum of 10% difference 
across stimuli.
Each respondent reviews one concept and responds to a series of key metrics. On the 
back end we evaluate the differences in outcomes across price points.

Timeline Parameters
6-8 Days from recruit to report

May require additional days for in-field for difficult-to-reach audiences

877-990-8111 | info@gutcheckit.com

Audience
Starts at 100 views per concept

Targeted through demographic and behavioral screening questions;
can also recruit a gen pop audience
Available in all countries that GutCheck supports


